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自 From 至 To

姓名 Name

自 From  
至 To 

航班号Flight/日期Date/舱位Class

座位号 Seat No. 

常旅客 FQT
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Passenger profile  
  

Customer Notice

座位区域

Seating

登机口于起飞前  分钟关闭  GATES CLOSE    MINUTES BEFORE DEPARTURE TIME

             Fireworks               Batteries                  Tear gas 
 

          Gasoline, paint

1.Baggage Check-in 
If you need to check in your baggage, please arrive at 
the airport with enough time to complete the procedure.

2.Security Inspection 
Please bring the boarding pass printed from the internet and 
valid identification documents to pass security inspection.

3.Boarding 
Please arrive at the boarding gate designated for  
your flight prior to the scheduled boarding time.

4.Departure 
Thank you for flying Air China! We wish you a pleasant trip!
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Explosive substances Corrosive substances Toxic substances 
         Pesticide

Compressed gas cylinders Flammable substances

Next Step:Please arrive at the airport with sufficient time to check in your baggage(if any),go through security inspection and reach the  
boarding gate prior to the boarding announcement.

(Please save your boarding pass on a full sized A4 page and carry it to check in.)
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•Please query the related flight information (such as boarding gate, depart time) as soon as you arrive at the airport.

•If your boarding pass is lost, please contact our staff at the Check-in Counters 24-32 in Dalian Zhoushuizi Airport with your identity documents. If you are

traveling with baggage, please check-in your baggage at the Check-in Counters 24-32.

•We will do our best to ensure that your seat selection is retained. However, Air China may have to reassign your seat without prior notice due to

operational affairs.

•If you have checked in through the Web check-in Service and would like to cancel for any reason, please cancel the seat either through Web or by calling

the service hotline at 95583 at least 3 hours prior to flight departure.


